March 14, 2011
MRI today once again recognized the top performing offices worldwide at the prestigious
Pacesetter Awards Dinner held at the Sheraton Maui Resort in Hawaii. As one of the top
10% of offices worldwide, The Meridian Group was awarded the Pacesetter recognition
award for the 3rd year in a row. This is in addition to being recognized in previous years
as the Top New Office Worldwide.
“We are excited to be recognized once again as one of the top offices worldwide. Having
the track record and consistency of exceptional performance is critical. Our clients have
come to expect nothing less”, said Paul Hales, Managing Partner for The Meridian
Group. The Meridian Group specializes in the technology, software and telecom
industries, and has been able to leverage the background and experience of over 30 years
in those industries to be of value to their clients and candidates.
Matt Hales was once again individually recognized as one of the top Account Executives
for MRI. Matt has developed significant relationships with his clients and has assisted
them in building sales and support organizations second to none in the industry. “I am
very fortunate”, said Matt Hales, “We have worked hard to deliver value to our clients.
They understand attracting Top Talent can impact their business and make significant
contributions in many other ways. They understand the value of comparing and
evaluating talent within their market and making an insightful talent decision.
Tom Schutz was also recognized as one of the Project Coordinators for MRI. The PC
role within the MRI process is extremely important and critical the methodology.
Properly managed, this ensures that both clients and candidates expectations are met and
in a timely manner. “This is a very exciting time”, said Tom Schutz, “we are working
with true “Impact Players” that can help our clients exceed their goals and helping our
candidates find the very best opportunities in the industries.”
About MRI and The Meridian Group: The Meridian Group is an MRI Affiliate and MRI
has over 1400 offices worldwide with 900 offices in the United States. The Meridian
Group specializes in Talent Acquisition in Sales, Sales Leaders and Pre-Sales Support in
the Technology, Software and Telecom Industries

